As the requirements for increased device performance and reliability have become more and more challenging in VLSI and ULSI silicon circuit technology, techniques to avoid contamination and processes to generate very clean wafer surfaces have become critically important. Many cleaning operations are necessary in the course of semiconductor manufacturing and must be performed at certain critical processing steps. To ensure a fast, selective, uniform and cost effective cleaning, Fraunhofer IPMS provides a state-of-the-art cleaning platform.

As a chain link between suppliers and fab we are able to screen, evaluate and optimize new chemicals and processes from laboratory scale up to testing on own 2x nm node test wafers.
ANALYTICAL SERVICES

- Surfscan wafer analysis (KLA Tencor SP2)
- Patterned defect inspection (NextIn Aegis I)
- Review SEM (Applied Materials G3 FIB)
- 4-point resistivity measurement (KLA Tencor RS100)
- Porosimetry (Semilab SOPRA EPS)
- Ellipsometry (KLA Tencor FX100)
- FIB-SEM, TEM (FEI Strata400 / FEI F20 (200 kV))
- ToF SIMS (Ion ToF 300R)
- Optical Microscope
- Varian ATR-FTIR
- AFM - Atomic force microscopy (Veeco Dimension™ X3D)
- XPS - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo Fisher Scientific Theta 300i)

ADVANTAGES

- Evaluation of new equipment and materials under industry standard conditions
- AMAT Semitool Raider SP | DNS FC3000 and BREWER Science flexible labtool
- Pre- and post-processing for optimization of individual process steps
- Inline metrology
- Professional contamination management
- Professional IP management and licensing
- Close connection to industry
- Availability of patterned 300 mm short loop test wafers